PennAccess: Richards Medical Research Laboratories

Entrance Information:
3700 Hamilton Walk . Philadelphia . PA . 19104

1. Entrance to Richards Laboratories from the west is through Goddard Laboratories' level west entrance. There is passage to Richards Laboratories on the basement and fifth floors. The basement passage is MC key access only. The fifth floor passage is through the Johnson Foundation Library and can only be used during the library's operating hours.

2. Entrance to Richards Laboratories from the east is through the interior of the John Morgan Building via Johnson Pavilion's north entrance. There are passages on the basement, first and second floors.

Note: All exterior entrances to Richards Laboratories have stairs.

Elevator Information:
- There is a bank of two elevators in the middle of the building. The elevators in Richards Laboratories access all floors of Richards Laboratories and provide passage to the basement, first and second floors of John Morgan Building and the basement and fifth floors of Goddard Laboratories.

Accessible Restrooms:
- Basement - men's and women's. These also serve as the accessible restrooms for Goddard Laboratories.

Building Information:
- Richards Laboratories is directly connected to Goddard Laboratories and John Morgan Building, and through John Morgan Building to the rest of the Medical Complex.
- Most areas are graduate labs and require a MC key for access.
- For more information, or to arrange to be let in, call the Building Manager at 215.898.8000.